Metro Phoenix works to climb national fitness ranks
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Metro Phoenix works to climb national fitness ranks
After falling 7 spots in a year, metro Phoenix has much to do to reach top-10 goal
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The fitness quotient
The rankings for metro areas
(Phoenix is No. 33) reflect a
composite of a community’s
preventive health behaviors, its
chronic-disease conditions, healthcare access, resources and policies
that support physical activity.
The metro Phoenix population
increased by almost 111,000 since
2012, though the breakdown
among age groups remains nearly
identical.
The 2013 ranking shows metro
Phoenix residents weren’t as
active as the year before.
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In 2012, the American College of Sports Medicine awarded Phoenix the
dubious ranking of 26th fittest city among the 50 most-populated
communities in the country. Motivated to boost Phoenix out of the bottom
half into the top 10, city officials launched FitPHX, a health initiative
promoting sports, exercise programs and fitness events, targeting youth
groups to help prevent obesity. The effort came a little too late for the
most recent rankings: For 2013, the Phoenix metro area dropped to No.
33.
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Officials, such as Phoenix City Councilman Daniel Valenzuela, vow to
help the city rebound.
“With our mountain preserves and parks and climate that we have, why
aren’t we the healthiest city in the country?” Valenzuela asked. “But when
you travel around different cities, you see a different attitude about health
and fitness.”
The ACSM launched the annual fitness index in 2008. Using data from
various governmental entities, including the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, the Census Bureau and the Department of Agriculture, a
panel of health and physical-activity experts ranks the areas.
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The obesity rate in metro Phoenix
grew by 2 percentage points year
over year.
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For metro Phoenix, the No. 33 ranking carried both bad news and good.

First, the bad news. In terms of personal health behaviors and problems,
categories that examine such things as diet and the incidence of chronic
disease, residents have a long way to go. In fact, the metro area lost
ground over the previous year: Residents got less exercise, smoked more and felt worse more often, mentally.
About 7 percent fewer people had health insurance, which, perhaps, was a measure of the economy.
Now, the good news: Fewer people suffered from asthma or had bouts of angina or coronary disease. There is
more parkland in the metro area than the year before and more people are biking to work or using public
transportation.
The ACSM’s recent fitness index advises metro Phoenix to increase the number of recreational facilities,
including baseball diamonds, playgrounds and even and golf courses.
Valenzuela says Phoenix offers more than 350 fitness and sporting programs and needs to promote them
better. “They don’t know about them all,” he said.
The No. 1 ranked metro area — Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn., and Bloomington, Wis. — was found to have a
low death rate for cardiovascular disease (118.8 per 100,000 people vs. 156.9 in metro Phoenix), a high
percentage of people being at least moderately active (54.5 percent vs. 50.2 percent), a low death rate for
diabetes (14.5 per 100,000 people vs. 19.2 percent) and a high number of farmers markets (29.2 vs. 8).
But the Twin Cities region didn’t escape with a clean bill of health. The index recommended its residents need
to smoke less and eat more fruits and vegetables.
For details about the Phoenix programs, visit phoenix.gov/fitphx.
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